A tame theory is a decidable first-order theory with only countably many countable models, and all complete types recursive. It is shown here that the recursive complexity of countable homogeneous models of tame theories is unbounded in the hyperarithmetic hierarchy.
Recursive model theory considers model-theoretic objects and constructions from the point of view of recursion-theoretic complexity. For instance, must isomorphism types of countable models that are structurally simple have models of low recursion-theoretic complexity? This paper considers one such question involving countable homogeneous models. If £ is a countable homogeneous model of a complete theory T, then is £ necessarily decidable in the degree of Tl Since there are complete theories with 2m complete types, the answer is obviously "no". On the other hand, by results in [1] , if T has only finitely many countable models and all of the complete types of the theory are recursive, then the answer is "yes". This paper considers decidable theories T that have at most countably many countable models and only recursive complete types. Call such a theory tame. The notational conventions in the paper are standard.
Fact. Every countable homogeneous model of a tame theory T is hyperarithmetic. Proof. Let {p^i < co} be an effective enumeration of all the partial recursive functions ß: N -► TV, and let {B(\i < co} be an effective enumeration of all formulas in L(T). Since all of the types of T are recursive, we can fix a hyperarithmetic set 7 C TV such that For a countable model il I-T, say that W CI is a witness set for il iff there is some enumeration {jS.\i < co} of |il|<cu such that (2) V« e WSiVJlQl.a,) t= 0, (3,.) iff ßn(j) = 1]; (3) Vi 3/1 € WV; [(U,ä,. ) N 0,(5.) iff ßn(j) = 1] .
Note that each model of t has a witness set, and by choice of 7, the witness set for a given model is unique. Therefore it is not difficult to see that the set of witness sets of models of T is Z,. Since T has only countably many type spectra, it follows that every model of T has a hyperarithmetic witness set. Thus every countable homogeneous model of T has a hyperarithmetic witness set. It follows by the results in [3] that every countable homogeneous model of T is hyperarithmetic. ü
In [2] a tame theory was constructed such that the countable saturated model of the theory was not decidable. In that paper it was noted that the saturated model of such a theory must be decidable in 0'. The result of this paper is that there is no hyperarithmetic bound on the complexity of countable homogeneous models of tame theories. Two observations are perhaps useful to make. First, a homogeneous structure is model-theoretically simple enough that its isomorphism type is completely determined by the structure's cardinality and type spectrum. Second, by results in [3] , a countable homogeneous model of a tame theory is decidable in the join of the degree of the type spectrum of that model and that of the type spectrum of the saturated model. Since the type spectrum of the saturated model of a tame theory is always Z2, the construction necessarily will involve coding recursion-theoretic complexity into the type spectrum of the desired model. The primary difficulty in producing the desired theory is controlling the forcing relationship between types. The types must be sufficiently independent to allow for a complex type spectrum for the desired model, and yet dependent enough to prevent uncountably many type spectra for different models of the theory.
Theorem. For every hyperarithmetic degree A there is a tame theory that has a countable homogeneous model that is not decidable in A.
Proof. It is well known [4] that the Turing degrees that can be realized as the degree of a branch in a recursive tree Tr ç 2<0} with at most countably many branches is unbounded in the hyperarithmetic hierarchy [ / e 2W is a branch of Tr iffdf V« < co(f\n e Tr)]. So for an arbitrary hyperarithmetic degree A fix such a tree Tr that has a branch / not Turing reducible to A". We will assume without loss that Tr has no terminal nodes. This tree will be coded into the type structure of the desired theory T. This will be done such that there is a countable 25 h T with the property that / is recursive in S" , where S is the satisfaction predicate for any model isomorphic to <B. This will imply that 03 is not decidable in A .
A nonprincipal 1 -type will be associated with each node of the tree. This will be accomplished in such a way that the set of such types realized in the desired model is exactly the set of types associated with the nodes of the infinite branch /. In order to control the number of type spectra, two devices are employed. Let T. denote the type associated with the node £. For £, n in the tree, if £ < n then it will be arranged that whenever T is realized in a model, Ti must also be realized. Notice that this strategy will not interfere with the first goal mentioned. This still does not prevent uncountably many type spectra, since, in the cases of interest, there will be an infinite set of pairwise incomparable nodes. The second strategy therefore will be aimed at antichains. Specifically, if £ and n are in the tree, and are not comparable, then any model realizing both I\ and T" will also be forced to realize r, for all ô in the tree whose length is less than or equal to that of £ or n.
Language for T :
constants: c, ¡, Ç e Tr, /' < co ; E is an equivalence relation:
1. E(x,x); 2. E(x,y)^E(y ,x); 3. E(x,y)AE(y,z)^E(x,z). < is a tree order: 4. ~ (x < x) ; 5. x < y Ay < z ->x<z; 6. x < z Ay < z ->x<y\jy<x\/x = y. <-related elements are equivalent:
g is a meet operator within each equivalence class:
8. g(x,y) = g(y,x); 9. z <x Az <y ^ z < g(x ,y)Wz = g(x , y) ; 10. E(x , y) -» g(x , y) < x V g(x , y) = x ; 11. ~E(x.y)^g{x,y) = CQ_0. The c, 's inhabit distanct equivalence classes: 12. E(c(J,c(j); 13. ~£ (cí(.,^7.) ÍjÉf/. The c\ (. 's form an w-chain: 14-CÍ\i<CÍ.MRealizations of ~ P are <-incomparable and P forms <-initial trees:
15. x¿y^P(g(x,y)). Each c is in P : 16. P(ci;).
The nontrivial domain of F, is the c,-equivalence class; the range of F, is the c -equivalence class together with c\, 0 :
17. ~E(ci0,x)^Fit](x) = ci)0; 18. E(cii0,x)^E{F(¡n{x),cnfi). Fç is <-order and P-preserving (but not meet-preserving):
Iç is an isomorphism between P parts of the d. and c equivalence classes:
The F 's and the 7 's commute on subscripts:
26-(,>M(*)) = ^.*W)-
The 7 's compose on subscripts:
28. E(ci0,x)^Iii(x) = x. The F 's compose on subscripts:
29-^,<5(^,iW) = ^,,5W-
The non-trivial domain of G, is the cartesian product of the ~ P-parts of the t\ and c equivalence classes, and the range is the P-part of the c equivalence class together with c,, 0 :
G( behaves like a greatest lower bound operator on its domain:
<x-The verification that T has a complete, decidable, model completion T is physically at the end of this paper, in Lemma 10. Since T is the model completion of a universal theory, it allows elimination of quantifiers. Each model of T has infinitely many distinct ¿-equivalence classes. There is a distinct ¿-equivalence class for each c, 0, £ e Tr. Within each ¿-equivalence class, < is a dense («-branching tree order. The realizations of ~ P are <-maximal elements, and so the realizations of P are an initial tree within each equivalence class. In any model of T, and for any realization of P in that model, there is a realization of ~ P <-above it. Within the equivalence class of c 0, G and g agree on pairs of ~ P realizations. The domain of any function symbol X . is essentially the ¿-equivalence class of c 0, and its range is essentially the ¿-equivalence class of c( 0. The I's provide an isomorphism between P-realizations in the ¿-equivalence classes of c 0 and c, 0, for n ,t; e Tr such that lh(?7) = lh(£). The F 's do not commute with the meet operator g. This was intentional and allows the limit type associated with n to be nonprincipal over the limit type associated with Ç, where £ < n. On the other hand F « is order-preserving within the c 0 equivalence class so that the limit type associated with £ is principal over the limit type associated with t]. These remarks are made more precise in the lemmas that follow. Proof. We will use 'closure' for 'closure under the functions' in what follows. Fix £ (= t and a € |£|<£". The proof is by induction on the length of the longest £ such that, for some a € rg(a), £ t= E(c, 0 , a).
If there is no such £ or £ = (), then the lemma follows easily from the axioms in 8-11, 17, 22, and 30. Suppose the lemma is true for lengths less than n > 0. Assume without loss that a = (a0 , ■■ ■ , am) satisfies, for some í , 0 <s <m:
By the axioms in 15-16 and 30-33 the closure a of (a0 , ■ ■ ■ ,as) under the C7's is finite. By the axioms in 8-11, 22-24, 27 , and 28 the closure ft of ä' under g and the I's is finite. By the same axioms, b is already closed under the t7's. Also, by the axioms in 8-11, 22-23, and 30-34 A closed subset of a model of T is a subset that is closed under the function symbols. Similarly, a complete type of T is closed if it is realized by a closed subset of some model of T. Lemma 2. Let L' be the language of T with the ¿i symbols removed. Each of the following sets of formulas uniquely determines a quantifier free l-type of T\L, by its containment. Conversely, each quantifier free l-type of T\L, contains exactly one of these sets of formulas:
(i) {~¿(cí0,x),7>(x)fcKeTr}, k<2;
(ii) {cf, < x , P(x)k\i < co}, Z € Tr, k < 2 ; (iii) {Cç j = x}, Ç € Tr, /' < co ; (iv) {x < c. ¡,c* ,-_,.< x}, £ € Tr, i <co; or
Proof. Let T be a l-type of T\L, that contains the set in (i). Then by the axioms in 1, 4, 9, 10, 22, and 30 the result follows. The proof for (ii)-(v) also depend on the same set of axioms, as well as the axioms from 23-25, 27, 28, and 31-33. The second assertion is easy to verify. D Denote the unique type containing a set from (i)-(v) above by, respectively:
(") ri.*; (iii) iy,/,« ; The characteristic of a l-type F is defined to be v such that:
iff IT-«?* <); (v) T(x) 2 r«, k(x) iff w is the trace of T(x).
The characteristic of an «-type Z(x), n > I, is the w such that (ii) Every complete closed type T(xx , ■ ■ ■ ,xn) of T is uniquely determined by its l-type projections and a finite subset that it contains form: 18-20 it follows that
This, with the axioms in 21, establishes (i). The proof of (ii) follows from elimination of quantifiers, the signature and axioms, and in particular the fact that Iv , is not an isomorphism on the ~ Ppart of the cv 0 and t\ 0 equivalence classes. We will do the argument just for the case (a) when r\ = t\; the other cases are similar. It is thus necessary and sufficient to show that for any 6(a , x) such that 3xd(a ,x)eT , (a), T ¿a) rVx[6(a ,x) ^T,0(xj\.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and so we have the desired conclusion. The proof of iii) is now routine. D Note that, by Lemma 5(iii), T has only countably many complete types. Therefore every complete consistent expansion of T in finitely many constant symbols has a prime model. Let (£*, a) be the prime model of I\ , (a), where <t( is a model of T, i; e Tr. Note that £, is in fact homogeneous, essentially by the previous lemma. In particular, £* has only one realization of I\ , . Otherwise, by the axioms for g and axiom 15, T, 0(x) would also be realized in £j, and thus T^ 0(x) would be principal in the theory T( x (a), contradicting Lemma 6(ii)(a).
Lemma 7. For every branch h e Tr, there is a countable homogeneous model £ of T whose nonprincipal l-type spectrum is {T, ,|£<A}. Moreover, h can be computed from the double jump of the satisfaction predicate for £. Proof. Let £ be the union of {£«|¿; < h} , where as before (£*, a) is the prime model of I\ , (a). Since these are prime models over the appropriate expansion, Lemma 6(i) proves that this set is an elementary chain. Therefore £ is a model of T. Moreover, since each £r is homogeneous, so is £. £ has the desired nonprincipal l-type spectrum. The last assertion of the corollary follows from the observation that h(m) = niff3de |£|V/ < w[£ 1= cn . Since d is <-less than b , it must be <-comparable with the c ¡ 's. But if it were <-less than c i for some i, then g(F ¿(b) ,c) would have to be <-less than cs i, contradicting its realizing Ts 0 . Therefore d must be <-larger than all the cg t 's, and so must realize T 0 . D By the previous three lemmas, any model £ of T must satisfy exactly one condition from:
A. £ omits r,, , ; B. there is some / € 2<üí U 2W such that £ omits Ts 0, for all S, and realizes T( x iff ¿; < / ; C. there is some n < co such that £ has a <-least realization of r¿ 0 iff lh(£) < n , and £ omits T k , lh(^) > n , k < 2 ;
D. there is some n < co such that £ realizes Tr 0 iff lh(¿;) < n , but there are no such realizations that are <-least, and £ omits T k , lh(n) > n, k<2.
Lemma 9. If two countable models of T realize the same option from A-D above, and have the same number of equivalence classes in their respective realizations ofTw0, then they are isomorphic.
Proof. The axioms of T1 make it easy to see that if C, D are equivalence classes of countable models of il, 23 respectively such that elements of C, D realize T^ k, then 2l|c = 23 |D . Because the function symbols all have range {c,v 0} on C, D , it is also easy to see that if ™l|a|-c -®l|<8|-othen any isomorphism of 2l|c , 23 \D can be extended to an isomorphism of 2t and 23. So it is enough to consider the restriction of countable models £ of T to those elements not realizing Tw k for either k -0 or k = 1. Let us refer to that restriction of such a £ as the r^,,_ restriction of £. If two models omit T,, 0, then by the previous lemmas their r<w_ restrictions are prime and therefore isomorphic. If two countable models satisfy D for the same n , then it easy to check that the T<w_ restrictions are homogeneous and have the same type spectrum. Therefore they are isomorphic. Any two countable T<(o_ restrictions satisfying B for the same / can be expressed as the union of a chain of reducts of prime models of I\ ,, Ç < f, and are therefore isomorphic. Similarly any two countable T<w_ restrictions satisfying C for the same n can be expressed as the union of the reducts of the prime models of the same T* 0 's, and are therefore isomorphic. D Corollary. T has only countably many countable models up to isomorphism.
Proof. This follows by the previous lemma and the choice of Tr to have only countably many branches. D It remains to prove Lemma 10. T' has a complete, decidable, model completion T.
Proof. Let ¿, be the language L with only the nonlogical symbols {c(i,E, <,Firi,g\c;<n€Tr,i<co}.
In [4] a universal theory is constructed that has a complete, decidable, model completion, and the universal theory contains the axioms of T1 that relate to the symbols in L, . An examination of the proof of the existence of such a model completion shows that for any recursive Tr ç 2<w and theory T[ whose axioms are [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [17] [18] [19] [20] , and 29 from above with respect to Tr, the theory T[ has a complete, decidable, model completion. We will now define a model T> of the desired complete, decidable, model completion T of our T1. Let Tx be the complete, decidable, model completion of the axioms in 1-14, 17-20, and 29, with We will now define the model D in terms of 23 and Br!;. Each set BrK is, loosely speaking, a dense set of branches in the ¿-equivalence class of v . The reason that Th (23) is not the desired theory is that it has no realizations of P , and so therefore is not model consistent with T'. To remedy this we will now add realizations of ~ P. In order to be model consistent with T1, the realizations of ~ P must be "upwardly dense", in other words <-above every element there must be a realization of ~ P . Thus we will append a realization of ~ P at the "end" of each branch / g Br);, v G V . And of course we must attend to the behavior and density of the ~ F-realizations with respect to the
for 6 G |23|, </ g |D| ; tftjWÂjï&'J := Lim-oc^(^,,(/W). AW)
for / g Brr , h € Br^ , v , w G K ;
Pv:={dVif\feBTv,veV}.
Let F := Th(S). It is straightforward to check that T' and T are mutually model consistent. We will sketch the main details necessary to show that T allows elimination of quantifiers. Let 0(x ,y) be a quantifier-free formula in the displayed free variables such that ru{0(x,y)} is consistent. We must show that there exists a quantifier-free y/(y) such that T N Vy[3x0(x, y) +-+ y/(J)]. For any N < co let LN be the language of T restricted to the nonlogical symbols P, <,g,E,Crii,Fin,Giri, OTl(tl, where i, lh(t;), lh(r¡) < N.
Fix an N such that 0 is a formula in LN . Let y) be the set of all maximal subsets M of atomic and negated atomic formulas from ¿N in the variables from rg(x) u rg(y), such that T U M U {0(x, y)} is consistent.
Since LN is finite, there are at most finitely many such M. By Lemma 1, for each such M there is a finite M' ç M such that T ö M' \-4>(x, y) for all <f>(x, y) G (M u {0(x, y)}). And thus we have that It is thus enough to show that for some such M', the result holds if 0 is actually of the form f\<t>&MI </>(x ,y). So fix such an M and M'. We will assume that for every term t such that ' r ' occurs in our new 0, there is a z G rg(y ) u rg (x) such that rijM'r-Z = T.
Of course this is in general not the case, but by adding extra variables to x if necessary, we can make this assumption without loss of generality. Also without loss we will make two other assumptions about the form of the formulas in M' : (i) if t is a term that is not a variable or constant symbol, and ' t ' occurs in some (¡> G M', then <f> is of the form ' t = z ' for some z G rg(x) U rg(y ), and no other formula in M' contains an occurrence of ' t ';
(ii) if T U M \-(x -y) for some x g rg(x) and y G rg(y), then (x = y) G M1, and no other formula in M' contains an occurrence of ' y '. Now let M" ç M' be those formulas whose nonlogical symbols are in L(TX). Since Tx allows elimination of quantifiers, there is a quantifier-free formula y,(y) of L(TX) suchthat TxhVy[3x(/\^Mii<P(x,y))~¥x(y)}.
Again by Lemma 1, there is a finite M" ç M such that no formula in M" has an occurrence of any ' x ' for x G rg(x), and T u M" \-</>(y) for each </>(y) G M that has no occurrence of any ' x ' for x G rg(x). Definê follows that for every x G rg(x) there is some term t whose only variables are from {y; |1 < j < m} U {x; |1 < j < m'} , and such that T u M \= (x = x). Let x = (x, , x2 , ... , xn) and for each k, l<k<n,ñxxk whose only variables are from {y, |1 < j < m} U {xr\l < j < m'} and such that T l)M \= (t = xk). Since Tx is decidable, it is easy to see that the above procedure for eliminating quantifiers is effective and so T is decidable. D
